Abstract
Introduction

44
Heterogeneity among cancer cells within the same patient contributes to tumour growth and differentiate to produce non-TIC cancer cells or self-renew to promote tumor maintenance.
53
As TICs have been demonstrated to be resistant to a wide variety of therapies including 54 radiation and chemotherapy, the TIC hypothesis has important implications for patient 55 treatments [4] . Specifically, the effect of current strategies on the tumor cell hierarchy should 56 be defined, and TIC specific therapies are likelyto provide strong benefit for cancer patients.
57
In a simplified view of the tumour cell hierarchy, TICs can divide symmetrically or 58 asymmetrically to, respectively, produce two TIC daughters or a TIC daughter and a more In the HM, there are a number of cellular behaviours that govern the system. In this 66 study, we choose to study three: the rate of symmetric versus asymmetric division of the stem Cartoon representing the hierarchical model of stem-cell driven tissues. In this formulation, each stem can undergo two types of division, either symmetric (with probability α) or asymmetric (with probability 1−α). Each subsequently generated transient amplifying cell (TAC) can then undergo a certain number (β) of round of amplification before differentiating into a terminally differentiated cell (TD) which will live for a certain amount of time before dying (γ timesteps). It is these three parameters, which we assume are intrinsic to a given stem cell, which we explore in this paper. before terminal differentiation (β), and the relative lifespan of a terminally differentiated 69 cell (γ). While it is a simplification of reality to study only these three parameters and 70 leave out others (for example: differing proliferation rates for the different cell types [7] 71 or the differing metabolic demands of stem vs. non-stem cells [8] ) rigorous quantification 72 of these parameters has been extremely difficult to pin down experimentally and so the 73 majority of the work to describe them has been in silico. Most germane to the loss of 74 homeostasis is the work by Enderling et al. [9] which showed the changes to the size of tumours in silico, just as we see diversity in biological experiments (Fig 4) .
109
Methods
110
Our model is based on a hybrid, discrete-continuous cellular automaton model (HCA) of (with probability 1 − α), which is division into one TIC daughter and one TAC daughter 124 and symmetric division, which is division into two TIC daughters (probability α).
125
The continuous portion of this model is made of up the distribution and consumption 
138
∂O(x, y, t) ∂t
Any simulation performed by this model can be characterised by the parameters found In each case, as can be seen in figure 2, a simulation is seeded with one TIC with a given set In each case, as can be seen in figure 3 , a simulation is seeded with one TIC with a given set of intrinsic parameters (!, ", Ɣ) governing its and its progeny's behaviour, which is placed in the centre of the computational domain. The domain is initialised with as many randomly placed oxygen source points (vasculature) as described by the vascular density parameter. Figure 3 shows examples of the typical results produced by this model. Figure 3a shows an example of an unviable tissue (parameters: 0.001 for vascularisation, a ratio of symmetric vs asymmetric divisions of 0.3, a progenitor replicative potential of 50 and 1 day of lifespan for differentiated cells) where the vascularisation does not support the potential tissue size of that SC, resulting in an area of hypoxia affecting the region that contains the SC. That leads to the death of the stem cell and, eventually, the rest of the cells in the tissue. Figure 3b shows a case of slightly increased symmetric division, resulting in a dynamic homeostasis where cell birth and death is balanced so that tissue size remains relatively constant. Finally, figure 3c shows an example where the system never achieves true homeostasis. In this case the rate of symmetric to asymmetric division is slightly higher when compared with the previous example, suggesting a critical value at which overgrowth occurs. Over time, the number of SCs increases allowing fo a larger tissue to be possible. Although this leads to areas of hypoxia, cells survive in the periphery of the blood vessels and keep growing until the take over the entire domain.
Results:
A systematic parameter exploration of the three key parameters relating to vascularisation of the domain, symmetric vs. asymmetric division (!) and progenitor division potential (") was represent the enigmatic dormant phase [9] . Finally, figure 4C shows an example where the 174 system never achieves true homeostasis. In this case α is slightly higher when compared with 175 the previous example, suggesting a critical value at which overgrowth occurs. Over time,
176
the number of TICs increases, allowing for the 'tumour phenotype': unconstrained growth.
177
Although this leads to areas of hypoxia, cells survive in the periphery of the blood vessels 178 and keep growing until they take over the entire domain. 
